Identification of molecules preferentially expressed beneath the marginal zone in the developing cerebral cortex.
During cerebral cortical development, the majority of excitatory neurons are born near the ventricle and migrate radially toward the marginal zone (MZ). Since the cells invariably stop migrating beneath the MZ, neurons are aligned in an "inside-out" manner in the cortical plate (CP); that is, the early-born and late-born neurons are ultimately positioned in the deep and superficial layers, respectively. Since dramatic morphological changes occur in cells beneath the MZ, several events critical for proper neuronal maturation and layer formation must take place. In this study, we screened for molecules strongly expressed beneath the MZ, and identified 28 genes that are preferentially expressed in the upper half of the mouse CP on both embryonic day (E) 16.5 and E18.5. Expression analyses in reeler and yotari mice, in which neurons terminate migration throughout the CP, suggested that these genes were indeed related to the events beneath the MZ rather than unrelatedly induced by the structures near the brain surface. Pathway analyses suggested calcium signaling to have an important role in cells beneath the MZ. The gene list presented here will be useful for clarifying the molecular mechanisms that control cortical development.